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International Robert Slovak is 
a degreed Mechanical and 
Aeronautical & Astronautical 
engineer best known for co-

founding Water Factory Systems in the early 
1970’s.  He and his brother were among the 
early developers of Reverse Osmosis (RO) 
technology and its many applications. Their 
successful innovations encompassed home and 
office RO drinking water systems, bottled water 
production, laboratory purification, hemodialysis, 
seawater desalination, microchip production, 
bottled water production, water vending, spot-free 
vehicle washing and scores more. 

As a result of the rapid growth of RO applications, 
Robert’s ongoing seminars and a best-selling 

industry book on the subject of POU (Point of Use) 
Reverse Osmosis, he became a well-known figure 
in the water industry. In 1989 Water Factory 
Systems was purchased by CUNO Inc, a global 
leader in fluid treatment. Since then, it was 
acquired by the 3M Corporation, which continues 
to market many of their original products.  

Robert officially retired from the US water industry 
in 1996 and went on to bring his knowledge and 
experience to Brazil, Asia and other international 
markets. He put together a team and published 

Agualatinomerica magazine to establish a 
legitimate water equipment and education 
infrastructure in Brazil and South America. His 
“students” continue to play a major role in Brazil’s 
water industry. 

In 2004, while in a remote location of Brazil, 
Robert became seriously ill and was introduced to 
an obscure 1897 medical discovery known as 

Original Quinton Marine Plasma (after the famous 
revolutionary biologist René Quinton). Robert 
attributes his "jungle" survival to its remarkable 
healing propert ies. This ocean-harvested 
nutraceutical contains the entire Periodic Table of 
organo-complexed minerals & trace elements as 
well as essential and rare micronutrients and has 
been continuously produced for more than a 
century. Having been an avid student of health 
and nutrition science for decades, Robert 
recognized the remarkable history and efficacy of 
Quinton Marine Plasma in supporting a wide 
range of the most difficult health conditions and 

has distributed Quinton Marine Plasma to leading-
edge clinics and health practitioners worldwide 
since 2008. 

Robert Slovak
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For the past nine years Robert’s focus has been 
on bringing a new nutraceutical breakthrough 
called “Molecular Hydrogen” (H2) to the 
medical profess ion and heal th -minded 
consumers. This “smallest molecule in the 
Universe” has been overlooked for i ts 
remarkable health benefits until now. With more 
than 800 worldwide health studies on the 
subject, physicians, researchers and clinicians 
have been proclaiming Molecular Hydrogen 
(H2) as the most unique and versatile antioxidant 
and signaling molecule. In 2010 Robert co-
developed a practical way for everyone to 
benefit from this discovery by creating the first 
reactive hydrogen tablet that infuses water with 
a supersaturated concentration of molecular 
hydrogen (H2) gas. This proven nutraceutical is 
now in its 9th year of distribution in both 
professional medical and consumer markets. 

In 2011 Robert became a founding investor in 

the Quicksilver Scientific Corp. that was 
developing a groundbreaking new technology 
to deliver nutrients and nutraceuticals to the cells. 
It is referred to as nano-encapsulated liposomes. 
In just a few years, Quicksilver Scientific 
established its scientific dominance in this 
growing field and is currently expanding its 
product scope and global distribution. Recently, 
several of the key formulas offered by 
Quicks i lver Scient i f ic have become a 
cornerstone in the ongoing battle against the 
Coronavirus. 

While attending medical and wellness 
conferences throughout North America, Robert 
recognized the persistent minefield of water-
related misinformation encountered by doctors, 

patients and consumers alike – that’s after 
spending nearly 50 years in the water 
technology industry. This unsettling experience 
soon turned into the motivation to do something 

about it and Water & Wellness was 
established in 2017. A team with more than 
150 years of combined experience was 
assembled to create a product line of advanced 
Point of Use (POU) and Point of Entry (POE) 
water treatment systems for health and wellness 
minded consumers. In addition, a line of 
synergistic water additives was formulated for 
the consumer market including Quinton and 

QuintEssential minerals & trace elements, 

Active pH Restore alkalizing mineral powder, 

Active H2 ULTRA molecular H2 tablets and 

Active Ribose C high-bioavailability vitamin C. 

Recently, Robert’s 20-year interest in Deuterium 
Depleted Water (DDW) took a new direction 
forward. With the revival of Soviet-era research 
from the 1960's and recent announcements 
explaining the profound health benefits of DDW, 
Robert and his associate acted quickly in 

creating a new company, Litewater 

Scientific. Their strategy is to offer a more 
advanced and affordable brand of DDW for 
consumers and health practitioners. The 

Litewater brand of DDW is now available on 
www.drinklitewater.com in 1/2-liter (5 ppm) 
and 2-liter (10 ppm) bottles throughout North 
America. 

Robert continues to be a very active figure in the 
rapidly expanding role of water in the wellness 
and anti-aging community, making appearances 
and presentations worldwide. 



 

“The Only Way Cellular Life Could Leave the Ocean 

Was to Take the Ocean With It”  — Rene Quinton

REVOLUTIONARY 
DISCOVERY



 

 “…each of us carries in our veins a salty stream in which the elements are 

combined in the same proportions as seawater…”  — Rachel Carson, 

marine biologist, environmentalist and author of Silent Spring 



 

Our Bodies are a Microcosm of the Sea

The P r imord ia l Ocean hos ted t he 

emergence of cellular life on Earth nearly 4 

billion years ago. It offered the ultimate 

building blocks of creation – the entire 

Periodic Table of the Elements. From this 

mystifying beginning, all species, plant and 

animal, evolved in this “marine plasma” 

sanctuary, for several billion years. 

Then something equally amazing occurred 

only several hundred million years ago. 

Evolving sea life ventured out to leave the 

ocean and seek a terrestrial existence.

BIOLOGICAL  CHEMISTRY & FOUNDATION



 

In 1904 Rene Quinton publ ished his 
groundbreaking findings in, L’eau de Mer Milieu 
Organique (Seawater, Organic Plasma). It 
revealed that the composition and proportions 
of the elements in seawater were strikingly 
s i m i l a r t o t h e b l o o d p l a s m a o f t h e 
preponderance of animal species. He 
proceeded to demonstrate this to the medical 
elite of Europe by transfusing the blood of 
canines with a meticulously prepared 
(microfiltered and unheated) isotonic solution 
of seawater harvested from the Atlantic 
Ocean. Rene Quinton referred to this precious 
fluid as Plasma de Quinton (used as a blood 
plasma replacement in both World Wars). 
Today, Original Quinton Marine Plasma, as it is 
called, is a revered mineral and trace element 
dietary supplement for those seeking an 
optimal wellness lifestyle. 

”Fish, amphibian and reptile, warm-blooded 
bird and mammal – each of us carries in our 
veins a salty stream in which the elements 
are combined in the same proportions as 
seawater. This is our inheritance from untold 
millions of years ago, when a remote 
ancestor, having progressed from the one-
celled to the many celled, first developed a 
circulatory system in which the fluid was 
merely the water of the sea”. - Rachel 
Carson, marine biologist, environmentalist 
and author of Silent Spring 

It is truly awe-inspiring to think that the very 
first single cell, with its specific mixture and 
balance of nutrients, dictated the future 
genetic code that would be the primitive 

inheritance of the most complex mammals 
l iving today. It would be our genetic 
inheritance. In the single cell is the mystery of 
the spark of life, captured in marine plasma. 
When considered in this light, it is no surprise 
that our bodies respond so profoundly to the 
effects of this gift from the sea. 

Our land-locked bodies strive each day to 
recreate the primordial marine environment 
from which our single-celled ancestors 
emerged. A complete spectrum of minerals 
and trace elements is necessary to carry out 
virtually every physiological process in the 
body. 

Everything in the human body responds to the 
condition of our extra-cellular fluid – the 
“Internal Ocean” or “Milieu Interior” as René 
Quinton often referred to it. 

“We are a veritable marine 
aquarium” - Rene Quinton 

It is the microcosm of the sea itself.  When you 
restore the quality of this internal sea 
aquarium to its original marine inheritance, 
every cell, organ, and tissue begins to respond 
and function as it was intended. 

The molecular gift of Quinton Marine Plasma 
is that it contains the full spectrum of 
electrolyte minerals and trace elements in the 
ratio we inherited from the sea. Rene Quinton 
told us that human blood plasma and extra-
cellular fluids should mirror this very 
composition to support homeostasis. 

It was Rene Quinton, a revolutionary biologist 
in the late 19th century, who proposed: 



 

Since 1897, authentic marine plasma continues to 
be harvested, processed and packaged by 
Laboratoires Quinton in Alicante, Spain. The 
modern, advanced facility uses the original 
protocols specified by its founder, Rene Quinton. 

Laboratoires Quinton harvests its marine plasma 
seawater from Atlantic Ocean plankton-rich 
blooms that are internationally protected, pristine 
and pure. These massive self-purifying zones are 
like huge biological factories that are capable of 
eliminating natural and manmade toxins using 
complex biological processes. Plankton blooms 
are not only guardians of the ocean’s purity but 
they are also responsible for generating more 
than half the oxygen we breathe. Laboratoires 
Quinton seawater is harvested from the optimal 
bioactive depth of 100 ft. then refrigerated to 4 
degrees Celsius during transportation to the 
processing facility. This extreme care preserves 
the bioactive qualities of the minerals, trace 
elements and fragile marine cofactors (any 
heating diminishes critical properties). The raw 

seawater undergoes an intensive month-long 
quality control inspection and analysis. If 
approved, it is immediately cold-microfiltered and 
sealed in its special glass ampoules to protect and 
assure the organic qualities of marine plasma. 

Laboratoires Quinton provides two drinkable 
seawater nutritional products. One is a diluted 
“isotonic” marine plasma known to support 
restoring and balancing the Bioterrain and the 
other is an undiluted “hypertonic” marine plasma 
for optimal mineralization. Hundreds of 
thousands of health-minted individuals and 
health practitioners worldwide have discovered 
the benefits of regaining their lost marine 
inheritance. 

Laboratoires Quinton – ( french and spanish) 
www.laboratoiresquinton.com 

Original Quinton North America – (engish) 
www.originalquinton.com 

René Quinton was the first researcher to discern and to investigate 
the similarity between seawater and blood plasma composition. 



 

Laboratoires Quinton - Producing Authentic Marine Plasma - Click & View

Blog
SEAWATER AS A 
HEALTHY 
SUPPLEMENT

In 2011 Robert became a founding investor in 
the Quicksilver Scientific Corp. that was 
developing a groundbreaking new technology 
to deliver nutrients and nutraceuticals to the 
cells. It is referred to as nano-encapsulated 
liposomes. In just a few years, Quicksilver 
Scientific established its scientific dominance 
in this growing field and is currently 
expanding its product scope and global 

distribution. While attending medical and 
wellness conferences throughout North 
America, Robert recognized the persistent 
minefield of water-related misinformation 
encountered by doctors, patients and 
consumers alike – that’s after spending nearly 
50 years in the water technology industry.  

https://www.quicksilverscientific.com



 

“QUITON SAVED MY LIFE” 
— ROBERT SLOVAK—

The Identity of Quinton Marine 
Plasma is Nearly Identical to Blood



 

“For more than 100 years Doctors and 
clinicians all over the world have used and 
prescribed Quinton to help their patients 
overcome and prevent illness and to promote 
optimum well-being.” 

Quinton is named after the pioneering French 
physiologist and biologist René Quinton, who 
more than 100 years ago discovered the 
similarities between the composition of 
human blood plasma and oceanic water. 

René Quinton had worked at the Laboratoire 
de Pathologie Physiologique in the Collège de 
France. He studied comparative temperatures 
and salt concentrations between different 
species and demonstrated in his Law of 
Marine Constancy that in order for an evolving 
organism to successfully leave the ocean, it 
had to take this life-supporting solution with it 
and that our internal body terrain today has 
evolved from the sea. 

“We are truly a living marine 
aquarium in which some billion cells 
are swimming,” René Quinton said. 

René Quinton’s research led him to identify the 
plankton bloom vortex in the ocean where 
microscopic phytoplankton release a nutrient-
rich mix of bioactive minerals, amino acids, 
nucleic acid, antioxidants, polysaccharides and 
unsaturated fatty acids into the water. 

He called this fluid “marine plasma”. 
It came to be known as Quinton.  

QUINTON’S BABIES 

René Quinton operated on the principle that 
the internal environment of the body 
determines its overall health status. He 
believed that if your cells had the right balance 
of sufficient nutrients then the immune 
system would be strong enough to resist 
illness and fight infection. 

René Quinton’s first Marine Dispensary 
opened in Paris in 1907. Hundreds of mothers 
brought their babies to the clinic for treatment 
at a time when malnutrition, infant cholera 
and gastro-intestinal infections killed 
thousands.

A LIFE-SAVING DISCOVERY 

RENE  
QUINTON 
STORY 



 

Soon, more than 9,000 injections were 
administered every month as some of the 
most virulent diseases of the time in France 
were eradicated. 

He recognized that Quinton does not fight 
or cure any disease or illness but instead 
supports the entire internal environment of 
the body. This holistic approach still holds 
true today. Nourish your cells with the 
minerals they require, and they can achieve 
optimum health and boost your immune 
system, giving your body the power to heal, 
protect and restore itself. 

René Quinton’s marine plasma was used to 
remarkable effect to support cellular health 
to enable the body to recover from: 

• Malnutrition 
• Gastro-intestinal infections 
• Infant cholera 
• Fertility problems 
• Eczema 
• Psoriasis 

Word of Quinton’s incredible results using 
his marine plasma spread. By 1910, some 70 
Marine Dispensaries had opened in France. 

A UK clinic dispensing Quinton marine 
plasma was established in London, as well 
as clinics in Boston and Germany. 

In 1921, René Quinton and his chief 
physician, Dr Jean Jarricot, published ‘Le 
Dispensaire Marin’ – a 600 page clinical 
report on using Quinton Isotonic in pediatric 
work. 

René Quinton died in 1925 as a result of 
wounds sustained in action during World 
War II. In recognition of his work, he was 
awarded a State funeral in Paris. An 
estimated one million people, including 
dignitaries from around the world, attended 
and paid tribute to a remarkable scientist 
who was also a war hero, a philosopher and 
an aviation pioneer. 

MODERN QUINTON 
In the decades following his death, René 
Quinton’s holistic approach to health and 
prevention of disease gradually declined as 
pharmaceutical medicines, based more on 
Pasteur’s Germ Theory, gained popularity 
within the Medical Schools and Doctors’ 
surgeries. 

CELLULAR NUTRITION



 

Today, increasing antibiotic resistance to modern drugs 
and the undesirable side effects that they have on people 
have heralded a welcome renaissance in preventative 
medicine. Leading health professionals agree that we 
should be preventing illness, not treating it, while advances 
in microbiology have demonstrated the important role that 
cellular health plays in our wellbeing. 

Amidst this progressive climate, Quinton is regaining 
recognition as an important nutritional supplement to 
maintain cellular health to support your body in its fight to 
resist illness and disease for a healthy life, full of vitality. 

MORE INFO HERE

See the 
Studies

LINK
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HEALED, YET FORGOTTEN!



 

VIDEO ON RENE QUINTON

DOCUMENTARY  
OF QUINTON’S LIFE



 

Isotonic – The “Medicine” 

• 9000 mg/l elements 

• Rapidly accesses the 

extracellular matrix. 

• Blood plasma substitute 

• Shifts to Parasympathetic  

Hypertonic – The Nutrient 

• 33,000 (mg/l) elements 

• Complete cellular nutrition 

• Ultimate sports electrolyte

TWO TYPES

\

Quinton is made from the essential elements for life.   
It is seawater harvested from a particular point in the Atlantic 
Ocean that is rich in phytoplankton and zooplankton.  Why?  

Modern health experts are in agreement that the most serious 
deficiency in human health is the lack of nutrients in our diets. 

Seawater can help combat this by offering up to 78 minerals 
and trace elements back into our diets, naturally and safely. 



 

Quinton in short … 

Extracted from a living plankton 
bloom in the Atlantic Ocean, 
Quinton™ offers nature's complete 
spectrum of nutritional elements: 
minerals, electrolytes, vitamins & 
micronutrients.  

Quinton is the only natural, 
organically purified, raw, unheated 
seawater solution available as a 
nutritional supplement. 

Discover the high bioavailability of 
seawater  
The key advantage of pure seawater 
is the quick absorption and delivery 
of minerals in the body. 

The Benefits of Quinton: 

Supports the Immune System 
•  Essential for when your body is 
under life stressors 
•  Can help to balance cellular 
nutrition 

Supports Resilience  
• Quinton contains a high content of 
magnesium and hydrating 
electrolytes 
•  Excellent for jet lag, brain fog, 
demanding physical and mental 
efforts 

May enhance mental function and 
stamina 
•  Contains up to 78 of nature's 
essential minerals and trace 
elements the body relies on for 
cellular health 
• Can help to stabilize mood, and 
may promote restful sleep

PLANKTON BLOOM SOURCE FOUNDATION NUTRITION



 

DIETARY ELEMENTS DEFICIENCY 
 VS CHRONIC DISEASE

BIOLOGICAL  CHEMISTRY & FOUNDATION

CAUSE & EFFECT

BIOLOGICAL  



 

TODAY’S AVAILABLE 
NATURAL DIETRY ELEMENTS  

Cause of Crisis

Habitat Crisis | Dr. August Dunning [OTF2017]WHY!

BIOLOGICAL  



 

Restoring Chronic Deficiency  
of Minerals and Trace-Elements

D E P L E T E D  S O I L S



 

BIOLOGICAL  Restoring Chronic Deficiency  
of Minerals and Trace-Elements

R E M I N E R A L I Z E  
F R O M  T H E  S E A



 

“WE ARE A VIRTUAL 

MARINE AQUARIUM.”  

— RENE QUINTON —



 

“Seawater is Both the Medium and  
the Architect of All Life on Earth”  

- Robert Slovak -  

SEA WATER OF  RENE QUINTON - VIDEO

Crystal Photography by J. Luis Gil-O



 

RO = Reverse 
Osmosis

HISTORY

Robert and his brother Jack were the early developers of Reverse 
Osmosis (RO) technology and its many applications. Robert, co-
founding Water Factory Systems (WFS), a global leader in fluid 
treatment in the early 1970’s. WFS became a major force in the 
advancement of RO technology. It was (and is still considered) the 
Cadillac-gold standard of residential RO systems.  



 

The Slovak’s introduced affordable, 
f r e s h - s q u e e z e d R O w a t e r t o 
residential consumers in the US 
during the ‘Me!’ era of the 1980s. 
During that decade, regular gasoline 
cost about a dollar per gallon, and 
few people gave any thought to how 
important it would be to provide 
affordable purified water to all 
homes. The first residential RO 
systems leveraged proven membrane 
separation technology that had 
already been used in industrial and 
military applications. The axial-wound 
cellulose tri-acetate (CTA) membrane 
allowed for a compact form-factor. An 
automatic shut-off valve reduced 
waste and a hydro-pneumatic storage 
tank allowed for simple storage and 
re-pressurization of purified water. 
The average system produced a 
whopping 17 gallons (64 liters) per 

day, at an average recovery rate of 
about 10 percent (compared to some 
of today’s systems that produce 100+ 
gallons [378 liters] per day at 
recovery rates in excess of 70 
percent, without booster pumps). 
C o m p e t i t i o n q u i c k l y s p u r re d 
innovation and many enhancements 
t o t h e a r t t r i c k l e d i n t o t h e 
marketplace, such as thin-film 
composite (TFC) membranes, quick-
change filter housings and water-on-
water tanks. 
Now, as we approach the middle of 
the second decade of the 21st 
century, the global water crisis is well 
underway, with no conceivable end in 
s ight . Whether you choose a 
pragmatic or emotional view of water 
scarcity, a clear conclusion is that we 
must be more careful in preserving 
precious, clean-water resources.

They were pioneers in water systems in homes and restaurants, to micro 

electronics manufacturing Built the first hemodialysis system (portable 

dialysis)  Didn't invent reverse osmosis, but refined and developed 

products that used it (the spot-free rinse being the most famous).



 

H2
ACTIVE

Robert co-developed the very first reactive 
molecular hydrogen tablet in 2010



 

The Evolutionary Biochemistry of Molecular Hydrogen

• CONVERTS HARMFUL  

• FREE-RADICALS TO WATER  

• SUPPORTS CELL METABOLISM, 

CELL SIGNALING AND GENE 

EXPRESSION  

• REGULATES THE BODY'S 

ANTIOXIDANT SYSTEM  

The health benefits of molecular hydrogen, H2, is one of the 
most remarkable recent discoveries in nutraceutical science. 

The most notable property of molecular H2 infused water is its ability to 

function a as powerful antioxidant like no other – rapidly neutralizing the 

most damaging free-radicals into water! The consequences of this is 

profound - putting the brakes on one the body’s primary indicator of 

health issues, Oxidative Stress.  

 

Keep fit and charged with H2  nano bubbles. 

WHAT IS MOLECULAR HYDROGEN?

See the 
Studies



 

Approximately 3.6 billion years ago 
Molecular Hydrogen served as the original 
energy source for Primordial cellular life, 
fueling its metabolic processes and 
protecting it from the hostile environment 
of early Earth. Without it, life would not 
exist.  Health researchers worldwide are 
rediscovering these forgotten benefits in a 
big way. There are now more than 1000 
peer-reviewed scientific papers*, including 
animal and human studies, demonstrate 
that Molecular Hydrogen can be a 
beneficial nutrient in nearly every facet of 
human physiology, especially at the cellular 
level.  

WHAT IS MOLECULAR HYDROGEN?  
Our Active H2 Ultra tablets are a 
groundbreaking new supplement for 
adding the benefits of h igh-dose 
Molecular Hydrogen to pure drinking 
water. As the tablet reacts, millions of tiny 
hydrogen nanobubbles infuse and saturate 
the water. Hydrogen is the first and most 
abundant element in the Universe! Two 
atoms combine to form hydrogen gas (H2) 
the smallest and most mobile molecule. 
This exclusive property gives it a greater 
cellular bioavailability than any other 
nutrient or nutraceutical. Molecular 
Hydrogen can rapidly diffuse into cells, 
mitochondria, and fluids throughout the 
body to deliver its unique and abundant 
benefits. 

What Can Molecular Hydrogen Do For 
Health? 

Active H2 Ultra tablets conveniently 
provide a high dose of the key active 

ingredient, Molecular Hydrogen, making it 
superior to silica hydride and chemical 
hydride formulas, magnesium hydrogen 
sticks, alkaline water ionizers (electrolysis) 
or having to buy medical hydrogen gas 
and infusing it into water under pressure. 

Active H2 Ultra - Made from Basic and 
Natural Ingredient. 

The natural and proven Active H2 Ultra 
formula consists of a proprietary blend of 
pure magnesium, malic acid, tartaric acid, 
and dextrose that act synergistically to 
generate Molecular Hydrogen. 

Magnesium - As one of the most vital 
dietary minerals, it is a required mineral co-
factor in more than 300 enzymes used in 
the human body. A government study 
confirms that 68% of Americans are 
deficient. 
 
Malic and Tartaric Acid - These natural 
molecules are also produced within the 
mitochondria (the cell’s batteries). Malic 
Acid supports the body’s energy reserves 
with improving mental clarity and reversing 
muscle fatigue. Tartaric acid is commonly 
used in for many natural applications for its 
safety and good taste, and finally stearic 
acid, which can support and improve 
mitochondrial function. 
Many heal th-minded people have 
discovered Active H2 and are reporting 
more energy, better focus, improved 
physical performance, fast recovery, and an 
overall increase in their state of health. 
 
 

WHAT DOES MOLECULAR HYDROGEN DO?



 

ReSearch 
Molecular Hydrogen may 
have wide- ranging and 
powerful health benefits, and 
the evidence is STRONG. 
Over 850 peer-reviewed, 
scientific articles have shown 
H2’s remarkable potential for 
over 170 disease models, 
and many more high-impact 
clinical studies are currently 
underway.

H2
ACTIVE Molecular Hydrogen currently being/

has been researched for: 

1. Cancer 
2. Allergies 
3. Inflammation 
4. Cerebral Vasospasm 
5. Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) 
6. Atherosclerosis 
7. Gastrointestinal Diseases 
8. Metabolic Syndrome 
9. Insulin Resistance and Glucose 

Intolerance 
10. Obesity 
11. Hypertension and Dyslipidemia 
12. Fatigue 
13. Molecular Hydrogen and Energy 

for Organ Function 
14. Gastrointestinal Function 
15. Inflammatory Bowel disease 
16. Pancreatitis 
17. Liver Function 
18. Chronic Pain and Inflammation 
19. Immune Function 
20. Allergy 
21. Autoimmune Conditions 
22. Cognitive function and 

Neurodegeneration 
23. Alzheimer’s Disease 
24. Parkinson’s Disease 
25. Stress Induced Cognitive Decline 
26. Abnormal Cell Division

Blog
3 REASONS TO ADD MOLECULAR 
HYDROGEN TO DRINKING WATER 
THIS SUMMER

LINK



 

Deuterium Depleted Water May Well be the 
Most Important Health Discovery of our Time. 



 

A Startling and Unexpected 
Finding 

I never anticipated that there was a health 

discovery this game-changing that would 

come along so late in my career. Some of 

you might even be caught off guard by the 

scope of biological implications associated 

with deuterium's ubiquitous presence in 

our lives. 

Deuterium - The Explanation, the 
Risk and the Solution 

Here goes the overview… 

Water, our most essential and revered 

nutrient for life, also conceals - in plain sight 

- a rarely discussed, biologically destructive 

form of hydrogen known as DEUTERIUM. 

The presence of even minute quantities of 

this twice-as-heavy isotope of hydrogen* 

has been largely overlooked as a serious 

contaminant since its discovery in 1931. As 

an analogy, you can think of deuterium as a 

water-borne contaminant (like copper) that 

life can tolerate (and even utilize) up to a 

certain level. But beyond that, it can 

manifest its presence with serious 

biological consequences. 

The common, simpler, lighter hydrogen 

atom is actually called protium.  

Deuterium is present is ALL fresh and salt 

water on Earth - and that includes anything 

and everything that contains water from 

orange juice to beer to a juicy steak. Most 

of this water contains about 150 ppm of 

deuterium and no conventional water 

purification technology can remove it. 

There is no escaping deuterium. Even 

though there are only about 6 drops of it in 

every liter of water, these are 6 drops that 

have to be reckoned with if one is pursuing 

a long, healthy life. If the body's deuterium 

burden is too high, its presence 

continuously and systematically stresses 

the single most critical biological function 

found in all living things - the ability to 

generate mitochondrial energy. 

I'll leave you with my personal 

conclusion…"reducing the total body 

burden of deuterium may be the most 

important health and longevity 

biohacking strategy of our time." 

FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH 
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As early as the 1950's Russian scientists were first to recognize 

deuterium depletion as a way to enhance and prolong life.

Light Water and the Centenarian 



 

Most of the world is just 

discovering this new but 

little recognized health risk. 

It was Russian researchers who first 

discovered, back in the 1950's, that 

inhabitants of a several remote 

mountainous areas of Siberia had 

significantly more centenarians than 

the greater Russian population. It 

took years of biological detective 

work to conclude that the Russian 

lifespan and health were being 

undermined by the higher level of 

deuterium in their water. 

In contrast, the Siberians benefitted 

from consuming a lower deuterium 

level in their glacial-melt water. The 

researchers were baffled and 

astonished at the implications of 

their conclusion but had no 

explanation for the biological 

mechanisms involved. 

The consumption of Deuterium 

Depleted Water (DDW) appears to 

be the most effective and practical 

solution to this most unusual life 

challenge. 

What do the many who live 
over 100 have in common?

Is it the Fountain of Youth? 



 



 

Water, the most essential and revered nutrient for life, also 

conceals a little-known, highly destructive contaminant, a form 

of hydrogen, known as DEUTERIUM. Most of the world is just 

uncovering this little recognized health risk. 

If the body's deuterium burden is too high, it stresses its most 

critical function - the ability to generate mitochondrial energy. 

Litewater Scientific is among the first to bring the details of this 

threat to the public's attention and is dedicated to offering a 

practical solution for health-minded individuals to overcome it. 

Light Water & Deuterium 
 (Heavy Water) Facts.

There is a solution….
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• Every human, from birth to 

death, is compromised in their 

mitochondrial energy 

production by the ubiquitous 

presence of deuterium. 

• Isn't "energy" the true signature 

of aging...the difference we 

observe between a 9 year-old 

and a 90year-old?

Where is it? 
What  does it do? 
Solutions…



 

Deuterium Snapshot 

• Deuterium is present in ALL water and everything that contains water molecules. 

• Deuterium continuously and systematically threatens mitochondrial survival and reduces our cell’s 
ability to perform its most important function - generating energy. 

• There is no simple solution and no work-around...98.8% of the molecules that make up the body 

are water. That means 24 hours each day we live, our body must deal with about 
458,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 (458 sextillion) potentially damaging deuterium atoms. 

• Every human, from birth to death, is compromised in their mitochondrial energy production by the 
ubiquitous presence of deuterium. Isn't "energy" the true signature of aging...the difference we 
observe between a 7-year-old and a 70-year-old? Deuterium research is raising new questions 
about the primary hostile factors in health and aging. 

• Reducing the body's total body burden of deuterium may be the most important longevity 
biohacking discovery of our time.



 

All isotopes of hydrogen combine with oxygen to form water. 

*Isotopes are variants of a particular chemical element which differ in neutron number. All 
isotopes of any element have the same number of protons but different numbers of neutrons 
in each atom.

Deuterium is a Heavier Isotope* of Hydrogen 

The smallest and lightest element, Hydrogen, 

actually consists three slightly different forms 

called isotopes. Their scientific names are 

protium, deuterium and tritium (this is the last 

we will hear about tritium because it is all 

but non-existent on earth). 



 

The Isotopes of Hydrogen  

H H

Heavy Water = D20 

A third radioactive isotope, tritium, (two neutrons) is found in 1 

out of every 41 million hydrogen isotopes, almost non-existent. 

Light Water = H20 
99.957% of water molecules 

Heavy Water = HD0 
1 in 3300 Water molecules 

DH

O

D D

O

• The smallest and lightest element, Hydrogen, actually consists three slightly different forms 

called isotopes. Their scientific names are protium, deuterium and tritium (this is the last we 

will hear about tritium because it is all but non-existent on earth). 

• Long before life existed, protium and deuterium hydrogen isotopes combined with oxygen in 

different ways to form molecules of water. But until the 1930's it was assumed there was 

only one form of hydrogen - comprised of a proton and an electron. Then researcher Harold 

Urey discovered another stable hydrogen isotope and named it deuterium.



 

Learning the Language of Deuterium 

Deuterium is a hydrogen atom with a neutron added to its nucleus, making it twice the 
weight of protium. This long-overlooked difference would become a game-changer in our 
fundamental understanding of biology and physiology. 

Protium (what was once thought to be the sole form of hydrogen) is the only atom that does 
not have a neutron, making it uniquely qualified to fuel the body's production of 
ATP energy. 

Both protium and deuterium atoms combine with oxygen to make what are referred to as 
"light" and "heavy" water molecules - three different ones (see illustration next page): 

   Protium + Protium + Oxygen (H2O) - 99.957% (Light water) 
   Protium + Deuterium + Oxygen (HDO) - 0.043% (heavy water*) 
   Deuterium + Deuterium + Oxygen (D2O) - nil (heavy water) 

Scientists have now learned that mitochondria cannot distinguish a protium atom from a 
deuterium atom and this is where the problem lies for all living things... 

*Water containing HDO molecules is sometimes referred to as "semi-heavy" water. 

The extra neutron in 
deuterium  makes it 
twice as heavy as  
normal hydrogen. 



 

Biologically Speaking, Deuterium Deteriorates… 



 

Deuterium atoms act like a hidden time-bomb when they 
are admitted into the mitochondria along with protium 

atoms. They literally sabotage a key mitochondrial 
mechanism, the ADP/ATP Synthase, and 

inhibit energy production and 
replication. 

Biologists have also discovered that 
deuterium atoms, due to their stronger 

chemical bonding, act as inhibitors of vital 
biochemical reactions.

c

Six Drops of 
Heavy Water in 

Every Liter of  
Water

Some Startling Biological Properties of Heavy Water, D2O 

Biological Properties of Heavy Water 



 

Deuterium Exists Everywhere  there is Hydrogen

• All water on Earth and the known Universe contain deuterium. 

• All living things of every species, plant and animal contain deuterium. 

• All major food categories, proteins, carbohydrates, fats, fiber and vitamins contain 
deuterium. 

Hydrogen  

Deuterium  

Deuterium was formed soon after the Big Bang when a fraction of hydrogen 

atoms took up a neutron. 75% of the known Universe IS hydrogen



 

Deuterium is Present in All Water on Earth 

• All seawater - 155 ppm (less at the poles due to meteorological 

separation of isotopes 

• All tap water, well water, spring water, artesian water - 150 ppm* 

• All distilled, Reverse Osmosis (RO), bottled, purified, deionized water - 140-150 ppm** 

• All prepared beverages, soft drinks, energy drinks, etc. - 150-155 ppm 

• All fresh and bottled fruit and vegetable juices - 150-155 ppm 

• All coffee, tea, milk - 150-155 ppm 

• Himalayan glacial - melt water - 133 ppm 

• Siberian glacial - melt water - 125 ppm 

• Antarctic glacial - melt water - 89 ppm 

* "ppm" is an abbreviation for "parts per million". In the facts above, "150 ppm" means there 

are 150 deuterium atoms for every 1-million atoms of hydrogen. 

** There are rare sources of natural waters that may contain slightly less deuterium. 



 

The Deuterium Level in Water  
has Varied on Earth over Time 

Meteorological influences over the past 20,000 years have increased the global 
distribution of deuterium in liquid water and vegetation. This has likely resulted in a 
corresponding increase in endogenous deuterium in animal species – predicted as much 
as 30%.  

2.5 to 2.75% of Earth’s 
water is fresh water. 
  
75% of this is frozen in 
glaciers and icebergs.  
 
Only 1% is available for 
all living things and their 
needs.  
 
99.9% of humans drink 
water with 145 - 155 
ppm deuterium.   



 The human body contains 2 grams of deuterium. 

There is 3-5X the deuterium in the body than the most 
important constituents needed for life.  

• Calcium                       2.24 – 2.74 mmol/l 
• Magnesium                  0.75 – 1.2 mmol/l 
• Potassium                     3.5 – 5.1 mmol/l 
• Glucose                       3.3 –5.1 mmol/l 
• Deuterium                    12 -14 mmol/l

Concentration of the Most Important 
Constituents in Human Body Fluids 



 

Energy production happens in the mitochondria - the factory powerhouse of the cell.   
Hydrogen protons and electrons are the fuel that keep it all running.  

Deuterium mechanically distorts RNA & DNA molecules causing errors in transcription.  

Reduced bio-energetics promotes an accumulation of DNA errors, cellular mutation, and aging. 

Deuterium damages the ATP* synthase nano-motors that produce ATP 

Deuterium affects the Electron Transport Chain** compromising oxygen carrying capacity.  

*ATP: Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) is a complex organic chemical that provides energy to drive most of the processes 
in living cells. 

**Electron Transport Chain: A series of complexes in the mitochondria that transfer electrons from donors to receptors 
coupled with the transfer of protons (H+ ion) across a membrane to produce ATP.  

Deuterium Damages DNA, Mitochondria and 
Enzymes - Leading to Apoptosis (Cell Death)

Protium Fuels 
Mitochondria 



 

Deuterium Damages Mitochondria 

Inside each mitochondria, within the Electron 
Transport Chain there are thousands of sub-
microscopic protein nano-motors called ATP 
synthase (ATPase) that synthesize ATP, the 
body’s main energy carrying molecule. 

The ATP (ATPase) nano-motors turn by the force 
of hydrogen protons, but when a proton comes 
paired with a neutron, the 2X heavier deuteron 
causes the nano motors to torque and stutter, 
decreasing ATP production and damaging the 
mitochondrial matrix.  

How does deuterium clog the wheel



 

ATP synthase functions very much like a 
motor. There is a stator which feeds 
protons to make the rotor spin at 9,000 
RPM to make 10 - 60 million ATP in every 
cell per second.  ADP comes in and ATP 
goes out. The motor generates a magnetic 
field which attracts oxygen atoms to the 
hydrogen protons to form metabolic water, 
and a differential of protons on either side 
of the membrane continually cause the 
flow of protons into the motor.   

Unfortunately, ATP synthase is not 
designed to receive a neutron, thus 
causing 1,500-10,000 deuterium 
disruptions in each cell per second.  

ATP Synthase Nano Motor 

The increase of deuterated ATP 
synthase and decrease of ATP 
production over time. 

Time 

ATP   ADP

H+

ATP Production 

Deuterated 
Stuttering ATP 
Synthase 

Time 



 

Deuterium Affects DNA Replication 

“Even at very low levels, deuterium could slow down DNA replication processes, 
or otherwise interferes with the repair of DNA damaged by solar radiation.”  

Bild W, Stefanescu I, Haulica I, Lupusoru C, Titescu G, Iliescu R, Nastasa V., Research 
Concerning the Radioprotective and Immunostimulating Effects of Deuterium-Depleted 

Water, Romanian Journal of Physiology, 1999 Jul-Dec; 36(3-4): 205-18  



 

“Deuterium adversely affects the shape of enzyme 
molecules which are involved in DNA replication” 

The Possible Roles of Deuterium in the Initiation and 

Propagation of Aging and Other Biological 

Mechanisms and Processes  - Griffiths 1974  



 

Consumption of deuterium depleted water can 
conceivably protect DNA from damage and 

assist DNA repair mechanisms.  

These molecules bind to one another via hydrogen bonds 
to create the base pair that forms the building block of the 
DNA double helix and contribute to the folded structure of 
both DNA and RNA.  

Human DNA consists of 3 billion bases. There is 1 
deuterium per every 300 base pairs of DNA or10 millions 
atoms of deuterium in the genome taking positions intended 
for protium.  

The added mass of deuterium in place of a protium distorts 
the precise and optimal shape of DNA creating errors in 
transcription. 



 

Ketogenic means using fat instead of  
glucose as the primary source of fuel.  

Fasting & Ketogenic Diet 

Fat is naturally deuterium depleted and 3X more energy efficient.  

1 glucose molecule creates: 34 ATP  
1 ketone body creates: 104 ATP  

Fasting is a great way to reduce your deuterium.  
 
For every 2.4 lbs. of fat burned 1 liter of deuterium 
depleted water is created. 
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Lower Deuterium For Optimal  Health And Wellness  

Morning sunlight, cold exposure, breath-
work and exercise. 

Quality sleep in complete darkness.  

Intermittent fasting, dry fasting and 
ketogenic diet. 

Consuming 60 to 120 ppm deuterium 
depleted water (DDW). 

Deuterium depletion means proactively lowering your endogenous 
deuterium level to below 120 ppm by the following measures: 



 

A Strategy for Longevity  
Could deuterium depletion be the 
reason humpback whales get so big 
and live so long? In Alaska they drink 
lots of glacial melt water in the summer 

and then fast for  months in the winter 

burning fat for fuel as their 

deuterium depletion strategy.  

 

Camels live twice as long as horses, 
and can walk for a week in the hot 

desert without water, they follow a 

deuterium depletion strategy, 

making metabolic water from 

the fat stored in their humps.  

It has been documented that people 

that practice fasting regularly 

and consume naturally 

deuterium depleted glacial 

melt water are the healthiest and 

most long lived people on the planet. 



 

Vapor Breath Test Shows More  
Efficient Energy Production 

Values of energy costs on standard physical performance on veloergometer (data 
of Harvard’s Step test) after consumption were decreased, but increased in the 
control group.  

Change of physical performance after water consumption in humans

Light Water 

Control Water 



 

How Long Does it Take to Reduce 
Endogenous Deuterium? 

Daily Consumption DDW Concentration Duration of Consumption Final Endogenous Deuterium 

1 liter 100 ppm 45 days 132 ppm

1 liter 100 ppm 45 days 123 ppm

1.5 liter 60 ppm 45 days 117 ppm

Three Examples... 

2 liters of 10 ppm  + 1 liter of 150 ppm = 57 ppm 

 + 2 liter of 150 ppm = 80 ppm 

 + 3 liter of 150 ppm = 94 ppm 

 + 4 liters of 150 ppm = 103 ppm 

 + 5 liters of 150 ppm = 110 ppm 

 + 6 liters of 150 ppm = 115 ppm 

 + 8 liters of 150 ppm = 122 ppm   

Assumption: starting deuterium level is 150 ppm 

Dilution Chart 



 

Because deuterium is a stable isotope, it is fairly easy to analyze using certain body 

fluids such as  saliva, urine, water vapor from breath. 
 

A Water-Vapor isotope analyzer is the most common instrument for measuring deuterium. 

Total body deuterium can be determined by utilizing MRI technology. 

Most individuals, more or less, test at the 150 ppm deuterium level. A recommended 

goal for deuterium in healthy adult individuals is 120 ppm deuterium level.  

Certain healthy long living cultures consuming glacier-melt all their entire lives commonly 

have a deuterium level of 130 ppm. 

Anyone starting or maintaining a deuterium depletion protocol should periodically test 

their endogenous levels to optimize their strategy for health. 

Testing for Deuterium



 

• All water on Earth and everything that includes water contains a very small amount 

of deuterium, six drops to every liter (300 milligrams). 

• This six drops is called Heavy Water.  

• In glacial areas where deuterium is naturally lower, people enjoy longer 

more youthful lives.  

• As early as the 1950's Russian scientists were first to recognize deuterium depletion 

as a way to enhance and prolong life. 

Deuterium Depleted Water 
 The Fountain of  Youth 



 

No Standard Purification Technology  
Will Remove Deuterium!  

No industrial, commercial or home water 
filtration system can remove deuterium. 

Vacuum rectification is the technology we 
use to imitate and amplify the 
hydrological cycle. Heavy water boils 
2.5º F higher than light water, and this is 
how we are able to remove it. This 
requires an enormous amount of energy, 
time, specialized equipment and 
engineering.



 

LINK

LINK

History

Level Up



 833-LITEWATER 
www.drinklitewater.com 

Litewater Scientific offers the Lowest 
Deuterium Water in the World

• litewater 5 1/2-liter glass bottles of 5 ppm DDW. Case of 12 

litewater 10 2-liter plastic bottles (BPA/BPS free) of 10 ppm DDW. Case of 4 



 

A Flint, Michigan, Water Solution 
Removes lead to arsenic …and more. 

Simply the best, most convenient water purification 
system for you on the market today. 

“The system is unlike any other water 
purifier I’ve ever tested, removing 
almost ALL toxic elements while 
producing water at high speed right 
from your kitchen countertop, with no 
plumbing connections required.” - 
NaturalNew Insider Alert



 

STAGE 1 > Mechanical Pre-Filter  
Removes sediments and cloudiness 
(turbidity) from water. 

STAGE 2 > Activated Carbon Pre-Filter  
Removes more than 99% of chlorine and 
chloramines. 

STAGE 3 > High-Efficient US-Made 
Reverse Osmosis Filter Removes toxic 
inorganic contaminants including lead,  
Chromium 6 and drug residue.

• High contaminant reduction 

efficacy - NSF/ANSI Listed. 

• Highest water use efficiency of 

65-70% (recovery). 

• Eliminates microbial growth 

common to most RO systems 

• AquaTru™ water containers 

made from BPA/BPS free 

TRITAN polymer

Designed to remove 78 contaminants  

Filters. Not Purifiers.
Typical pitcher water filters are 
certified to remove only 5 
contaminants VS AquaTru 78. 

4 - Stage Reverse Osmosis Filtration

LINK



 

Tap Water DANGERS! 

The EPA has not set a new drinking water standard since 2001. 
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulates about 100 
contaminants in our  tap water, but a study conducted by the 
Environmental Working Group (EWG) found over 300 harmful 
contaminants in tap water serving over 53.6 million Americans. 
Harmful contaminants in our unregulated drinking water include:  

– Disinfection byproducts 
– Perchlorate (rocket fuel) 
– MTBE (gasoline additive) 
– Prescription drug residue like anti-depressants & hormones 
from birth control. 

Disinfection byproducts are carcinogens which are produced when 
drinking- water-disinfectants like chlorine and  chloramine react with 
naturally-occurring  or decaying matter in the water to form  
byproducts that pose serious health risks.  

Nitrogen and phosphorus from agricultural runoff contaminate our 
groundwater supply posing health risks. 

A study by the EWG found that over 43 million Americans in 42 
states drink water that is polluted with chromium, much of it likely 
being in the carcinogenic form of Chromium-6

• Portable Water Tank 
• Just plug it in.   
• Zero installation, no hoses, valves or plumbers required. 



 

Bottle Your Own Water

According to the Pacific Institute, it takes over 17 million barrels 
of oil to produce the plastic required for bottled waters 
consumed by Americans in a year, which is enough oil to fuel 
more than 1 million cars for an entire year.  The Pacific Institute 
estimates that it takes 3 liters of water  
to create 1 liter of bottled water. 

Over 73 billion half-liter bottles of water are  consumed in the US 
per year. Only 29% are  recycled, meaning 50 billion bottles end 
up in landfills or polluting our waterways. 
The recommended eight glasses of water a  day (1460 pints). At 
$.25 a pint (if you buy at Costco) that will cost you $365 a year. At 
a $1.00 a bottle at a  convenience store that’s $1460.  

No Plastics 
BPA Free 
No Recycling  
No Footprint 

SAVE ENVIRONMENT



 

(Pharmaceutical drugs and medicines 
referred to as Endocrine Disrupting 
Chemicals, EDC's; Personal Care Products 
(PCPP's) such as lotions, cosmetics, 
perfumes; specific radionuclides from 
nuclear leakage and accidents that are 
infiltrating surface and ground water. 

There are chemicals intentionally used in 
water treatment that many experts consider 
health compromising (chlorine, chloramines, 
chlorine dioxide, aluminum sulfate and 
fluoride). Be aware too that some of the 
highest risk contaminants form in water 
as the result of the chemical reaction 
between water treatment additives such 
as chlorine. 

RULE #1 - The primary responsibility of any 
home POU drinking water system is to reduce 
the highest amount and the most categories of 
contaminants. So many well-intentioned 
consumers forget this and opt for the 
distraction gadgetry, features and water 
"effects" not based on sound science much less 
health improvement. Bear in mind that there 
are no magic technologies that selectively 
remove the bad contaminants and leave in the 
beneficial constituents. For those seeking 
contaminant-free water you must start by 
separating virtually all the contents, leaving 
pure water. 

Full Article Here 

          What is going down your drain?

Quality, Healthful 
Water Matters - Now 

Let's Find It 
or Will Someone 

Please Point the Way 
to Healthful Water?  

By Robert Slovak 



 

There are unpredictable levels of unregulated 
contaminants in public water supplies. 

By Robert Slovak

Safer Medication Disposal 

Follow these simple steps for proper disposal methods, suggested by SNWA and the 

University of Southern Nevada College of Pharmacy: 

1. Collect expired or unused medications. 

2. Remove all labels with personal information, leaving warning labels intact. 

3. Dump all pills in a sealable bag. 

4. Crush the pills with a heavy object. 

5. Add an absorbent product to the bag, such as coffee grounds, kitty litter or sawdust. 

6. Pour liquid medications into the mix and seal. Discreetly hide in the garbage. 

TIPS



 

Robert's take on alkaline water...  
He's against it; has been for 7+ years It's "the scientific 

misconception that became a multi-billion dollar business" The 
engineer who conceived of it didn't know the distinction between 
"alkaline" and "alkalinity" Another misconception in how "ph" 
levels affect acid in the water Match vs. fireplace: which will heat 
your home? Once you drink alkaline water, the body will change 
the ph level dramatically Alkalinity comes from adding trace 
minerals which have a buffering capacity: carbonates and 
bicarbonates Fresh green juices are a great way to alkalize the 
body (no ph levels) PRAL (Potential Renal Acid Load) Chart

CHECK OUT HOW TO EAT

WATER AND WELLNESS PRODUCTS



 

Be Water Wise  
Interview 

How to Create  
Healthy Water Resources 
[Podcast with Karen Thomas]

In this podcast interview you will learn from water expert, Robert Slovak: 

• About the best home water filtration now available, at a discount. 
• What minerals to add to your drinking water 
• Where to test for your water source 
• How to interpret water test results 
• Does alkalizing water make a difference?
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C o n s c i o u s  W A T E R  S c i e n c e

A l t e r i n g  Y o u r  M i n d  w i t h  T r u t h  a n d  B e a u t y  

SCIENCE TO  SAGE
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BONUS INTERVIEWS 
NEW Water Science 
WATER CONFERENCE, 
SOFIA, BULGARIA 

w w w . s c i e n c e t o s a g e m a g a z i n e . c o
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sciencetosage.com
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InsideOUT is a compelling visual 
tapestry that threads leading edge 
science, world philosophies, with 
ancient wisdom. This includes all 
the branches of science and the 
arts. Through various lenses from 
the telescope, microscope and now 
the Cymascope, (sound made 
visible) you will understand the 
metaphor, Mosque to Cathedral, 
that sacred geometry, like the 
kaleidoscope, brings form to life. 
D i s c o v e r t h i s c o n n e c t s t o 
mathematics, music, cosmology, 
and the rhythms and patterns that 
bring shape to life.  

From this renaissance perspective 
you will see a more holistic and 
connected universe. This is an 
invitation to the world to recognize 
our common roots and respect 
nature’s diversity.

Powerful! Elegant! Simple!  
“A compelling synthesis of modern science, ancient 

wisdom and timeless art melded into a revolutionary 
view of the universe, and our lives! 

“Where do we draw the line between science, spirituality, and nature’s secrets? 
In a visual journey of natural rhythms, cycles and geometry Karen Elkins book 
InsideOut demonstrates how everything from the very large to the very small—
from the birth of galaxies to the formation of atoms and cells—emerges from 
simple, connected and unified patterns of nature. In doing so she reminds us 
that the key to our healing, and ultimately our survival, lies in our ability to 
embrace ourselves, and the world, as living, conscious and connected.  

Whether you’re an artist or an engineer, a home maker or a body worker, this 
books is about you, your world, and every relationship that you’ll ever 
experience in life. InsideOut is destined to become a cornerstone for teaching 
the unified science of the new millennium.” — Gregg Braden, New York Times 
bestselling author of Human by Design and The Divine Matrix 

"A visual feast. Karen Elkins’ “InsideOut” brings the newest and most intriguing 
science to a lay audience in a way that combines mystery with understanding. 
Rarely has science and art been blended in so effective a way.” — Gerald 
Pollack, PhD., Award Winning author, Professor, University of Washington 
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